The law has long recognized a presumption against criminal strict liability. This Note situates that presumption in terms of moral intuitions about the role of intention and the unique nature of criminal punishment. Two sources-recent laws from state legislatures and recent advances in moral philosophy-pose distinct challenges to the presumption against strict liability crimes. This Note offers a solution to the philosophical problem that informs how courts could address the legislative problem. First, it argues that the purported problem from philosophy stems from a mistaken relationship drawn between criminal law and morality. Second, it outlines a slightly more nuanced moral framework that both accommodates recent thinking in philosophy and preserves the correspondence between moral theory and criminal law that underwrites the presumption against criminal strict liability. Finally, it considers how the contours of this moral framework could inform judicial efforts to accommodate and constrain new criminal strict liability laws.
INTRODUCTION
In 2003, Stacey Bettcher merged too slowly into an adjacent lane while entering a poorly marked highway work zone in Michigan. Her car clipped a construction sign, and the resulting impact killed an unseen construction worker.' Had this tragedy occurred ten years earlier, or ten feet farther up the highway, it would have been resolved largely through a private cause of action. A jury would have considered whether Bettcher was negligent in failing to merge and whether her negligence proximately caused the death. 2 2. There was disagreement at trial about whether Bettcher swerved to avoid a truck that suddenly stopped. Compare Michigan Jury Finds Woman Not Guilty in Death of Canadian Highway Worker, CANADIAN PRESS, May 2, 2003, with Moran, supra note 1. As circumstantial evidence of Bettcher's negligence, a parallel civil suit brought by a separate, injured worker determined Bettcher to be 20 percent liable, and found C.A. Hull-the general contractor overseeing the construction-80 percent liable for failing to correctly post [Vol. 110:647 Instead, Bettcher became the first Michigander prosecuted under Andy's Law, which holds drivers strictly liable for a death in a work zone that occurs concurrently with a "moving violation that has criminal penalties." 3 Bettcher's underlying crime was violating a license restriction: she was driving a friend's car, rather than her own. 4 The state sought to convince a jury of her peers that, even if her conduct was neither reckless nor criminally negligent, the law nevertheless required a felony conviction with up to fifteen years in prison. 5 The law has long recognized a presumption against criminal strict liability-the Supreme Court describes it as a "generally disfavored status" ' 6that appears to be rooted in intuitions about the role played by defendants' intentions in light of the uniquely stigmatic nature of criminal punishment. Lately, that presumption has faced two seemingly unrelated challenges. Andy's Law exemplifies the first: states are creating new strict liability crimes that are unwarranted under the naive moral framework that justifies the presumption. Second, prominent moral philosophers have called into question one foundation of that framework: the role that agents' intentions play in evaluating moral permissibility. In response, prominent criminal theorist Douglas Husak 7 has argued that rejecting the role of intention in evaluating moral permissibility threatens criminal law at a fundamental level. 8 This Note rejects the view that moral philosophy threatens to undermine criminal law. In doing so, it suggests that courts adopt a method of interpreting criminal strict liability laws that would be justifiable under, or at least consistent with, the traditional moral presumption. In particular, it argues that Husak's worry conflates the existence of some moral-criminal correspondence with a particular moral-criminal correspondence. While moral theory informs criminal law, the correct correspondence does not lie between criminal wrongdoing and moral permissibility. Rather, a connection between criminal wrongdoing and moral blameworthiness-specifically, Thomas Scanlon's recent account of blame-accommodates both the moral philosopher's claim that intention is irrelevant to moral permissibility and the criminal theorist's claim that intent is essential to criminal wrongdoing.
State's Get-Tough Law on Work-Zone Speeders Gets First
Part I outlines a moral framework consisting of generally accepted intuitions about criminal law, which underwrites a presumption against criminal signs strict liability. It then demonstrates how the Supreme Court's criminal jurisprudence embodies this framework. Part II introduces two challenges for this framework. It looks first at recent state action and notices its incompatibility with the moral framework. It then considers-by way of the long-recognized doctrine of double effect-recent views that divorce intention from evaluations of moral permissibility, which give rise to Husak's worry for criminal law. Part III first disarms the challenge posed by moral philosophy. It then buttresses its defense of modem moral philosophy by introducing a slightly more nuanced moral framework that incorporates Thomas Scanlon's recent work on moral blame. 9 Scanlon's account of blame demonstrates how seemingly disparate attitudes towards intent, held by philosophers on the one hand and criminal theorists on the other, are in fact compatible with one another. A final Section employs this nuanced moral framework to identify a class of strict liability crimes that are, perhaps surprisingly, morally justifiable. Ultimately, this analysis suggests one way courts can reconcile new strict liability crimes with the original, naive moral framework.
I. A (NAYVE) MORAL FRAMEWORK FOR ADDRESSING CRIMINAL STRICT LIABILITY
There is a longstanding presumption against strict liability in the arena of criminal law. l A strict liability crime is one in which the mental state of the accused is irrelevant as to part or all of the crime; the state need only show that the accused "engaged in a voluntary act, or an omission to perform an act or duty which the accused was capable of performing." 11 The term "strict liability" encompasses both offenses for which no mental state is required generally and offenses for which no mental state is required as to a particular element of the crime. 2 
13.
See LAFAVE, supra note 12, § 5.5. To avoid the fuzzy margins of statutory rape doctrine and the line-drawing problems they engender, this Note uses as an illustration statutory rape only of victims of obvious minority. By way of example, the Model Penal Code suggests victims under the age of ten would fall into this category. See, e.g., MODEL PENAL CODE § 213.1(d). [Vol. 110:647 Admittedly, strict liability has its place in modem law-indeed, it even has a narrowly delimited place in criminal law. 4 Proof problems, for example, motivate the creation of strict liability laws. 5 In these settings courts and legislatures worry that a significant number of innocent parties will suffer unless a class of actors is made strictly liable for certain actions. 16 In addition, strict liability is employed-particularly in tort law-to constrain behavior vicariously or to deter particularly dangerous conduct. 17 Nevertheless, the law has long recognized a general presumption, albeit not without exception, against strict liability in criminal law. 18 Section L.A introduces, by way of background, terminology that will appear throughout this Note. As the remainder of the Part argues, the presumption against criminal strict liability can be grounded in what this Note refers to as a moral framework that considers both the moral importance of agents' intentions and the justifications underlying state-sponsored social stigmatization. After introducing a naive moral framework based on these two intuitions about criminal law, this Part reviews the Supreme Court's strict liability jurisprudence. It concludes that the Court's decisions are consistent with the presumption emerging from the naive moral framework, while several exceptions to the Court's default presumption can be understood to be nevertheless consistent with the presumption's underlying rationales.
A. Precursors: Moral-Criminal Correspondence, Frameworks, and Two Moral Bases
The following paragraphs sketch the overarching dialectic and define some jargon appearing in this Note. This Note assumes that there exists some correspondence between morality and criminal law such that moral principles underlie classic, deep-rooted principles of criminal law. grounded on and explained by particular corresponding moral edicts; the correspondence between criminal law and moral theory need not be one-toone or even especially tight. 9 However, the weaker and decidedly more modest claim is that moral principles underlie classic, deep-rooted intuitions about the retributive nature of criminal law. 2 0 That is, some functions map from moral theory's domain to criminal law such that principles in the latter-deep-seated intuitions without which our discourse about criminal theory would suffer greatly 2 1 -can be justified by principles in the former. As will be shown, the presumption against criminal strict liability is rooted in just such intuitions. 22 In order to map from the moral to the legal, there must be some moral basis from which to begin. This Note contrasts two possible candidates for the class of moral bases that justify criminal law; these moral concepts produce very different outcomes for the moral-criminal correspondence. The first concept, moral permissibility, is discussed by modem philosophers in the context of intent and by Douglas Husak in the context of philosophical challenges to criminal theory; discussions of moral permissibility feature prominently in Sections II.B and III.A. The second moral basis is that of Scanlonian blame, which is a particular understanding of blameworthiness rooted in the meaning of one's actions as it affects the relationship between the actor and the offended party. Because Scanlon develops his account of blame to contrast moral permissibility, discussion of moral blame will be the focus of Section III.B. This Note further tries to identify an appropriate moral-criminal correspondence by looking at two distinct moral frameworks upon which criminal principles are justifiable. 23 These moral frameworks are meant to show how the moral domain maps onto criminal law; they illustrate a causal pathway from an abstract moral concept to its corresponding criminal theory considerations. This Part first considers a nave moral framework, which consists of common and oft-discussed normative intuitions underlying and motivating criminal law. The remainder of this Part outlines the naive moral framework and describes how that framework--or something like itunderwrites the Supreme Court's jurisprudence on criminal strict liability. Only when the naive moral framework is found to be too underdeveloped to 19 
23.
The term moral framework is not meant to import technical meaning or do any special conceptual work; rather, the term serves as a placeholder for the set of relevant moral principles that correspond with and motivate criminal law.
[Vol. 110:647 allow for meaningful distinctions does this Note introduce an alternative framework called the nuanced moral framework. Part I1 explores this nuanced moral framework, which is compatible with the naive framework but allows for more subtle distinctions when seeking a moral-criminal correspondence.
B. Two Intuitions Motivating the Presumption against Criminal Strict Liability
Accepting that some moral principles generally underlie classic, deeprooted principles of criminal law, this Section introduces two normative intuitions that are commonly referred to as core aspects of criminal law and that underlie the presumption against criminal strict liability in particular. Together, these two principles represent the naive moral framework, as contrasted with the nuanced moral framework sketched in Section III.A.2. Consider each element of the naive moral framework below.
First is the role played by intention, broadly understood, 24 in explaining when and to what degree state action is appropriate. The importance of intention to law is nothing new; that a party should not be punished because of actions beyond his control is a broad claim that has purchase on all laws-or, at least, the common law and historical criminal law 2 5 -and is rooted in Western conceptions of free will. Of course, this is not an absolute claim, since the benefits of strict liability can and do sometimes outweigh the tendency to require the showing of an agent's mental state.1 6 Nevertheless, the underlying notion of free will remains fundamental to criminal law, and the law has treated this moral standard as a presumption that needs to be overcome. 27 Second-and accompanying the role of intention-is the claim that the criminal law uniquely empowers state-sponsored sanctions intended to stigmatize and punish. Beyond the importance of intent generally, the uniquely stigmatic nature of criminal punishment makes it unlikely that the benefits of strict liability would ever be taken to outweigh the importance of 24. This Note focuses on a broad notion of intent, viz., intentions as an individual's reasons for action. Criminal law also considers intention as a subset of mens rea, to be distinguished from knowledge, recklessness, and negligence. See MODEL PENAL CODE § 2.02 (1962). This Note does not consider this latter sense of intention. The broader notion of intent fits with the Supreme Court's sweeping pronouncements. 26. See supra notes 14-18 and accompanying text. 27. It is far beyond the scope of this Note to consider whether and to what extent the centrality of free will in criminal theory-much less in Western thought-is well-founded. free will in the forum of criminal law. 2 " A common view is that criminal punishment (especially incarceration) is justified-indeed, even definedby the particular quality of stigma it imposes on felons. 29 The Model Penal Code, in launching a "frontal attack" on strict liability crimes, claims that any case of criminal strict liability would be "indefensible, unless reduced to terms that insulate conviction from the type of moral condemnation that is and ought to be implicit when a sentence of probation or imprisonment may be imposed." 30 The notion of desert---of punishment earned--demarcates criminal punishment from the rest of law. 3 At issue are two normative principles: a deep-rooted respect for Western notions of free will and intention and an understanding of criminal punishment as uniquely stigmatizing or condemnatory relative to other state sanctions. Working together, these principles constitute a moral framework-which this Note identifies as the naive moral framework-that bars, or at least strongly disfavors, the incorporation of strict liability into the practice of criminal law.
C. The Supreme Court's Interpretive Presumption against Criminal Strict Liability
The Supreme Court's criminal strict liability jurisprudence supports and reinforces the naive moral framework's normative presumption against criminal strict liability. First, this Section outlines what can best be described as the Court's interpretive jurisprudence. Because the Court must balance its own intuitions about the nature of criminal law against the clear intent of Congress, it interprets statutes to avoid creating strict liability crimes in a variety of cases. After outlining this interpretive jurisprudence, this Section suggests that the majority of exceptions recognized by the Court can be understood as compatible with the naYve moral framework; no 28. MODEL PENAL CODE § 2.05 cmt. 1 ("[I]f practical enforcement precludes litigation of the culpability of alleged deviation from legal requirements, the enforcers cannot rightly demand the use of penal sanctions for the purpose.... This is too fundamental to be compromised."). (1997) (identifying the stigma of criminal wrongdoing as more obvious than the stigma of mental illness, even where mental illness suggests a danger to society). [Vol. 110:647 class of exceptions involves situations that activate both of the moral intuitions that made strict liability crimes unjustifiable in the first place.
A General Judicial Presumption against Criminal Strict Liability
The Supreme Court has identified a morally laden, historical disfavor of strict liability crimes that continues to influence its jurisprudence, particularly with respect to crimes that derive from or look like traditional crimes. 3 2 The Court famously described the requirement of a mens rea as follows:
The contention that an injury can amount to a crime only when inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient notion. It is as universal and persistent in mature systems of law as belief in freedom of the human will and a consequent ability and duty of the normal individual to choose between good and evil. 33 In the same context, the Court referred to the showing of a culpable state of mind as an "ancient requirement." 34 By at least the time of Blackstone, it was seen as essential that criminal convictions reflect the presence of "a vicious will" in the accused. 3 5 This view "took deep and early root in American soil," 36 with the result that strict liability remained virtually nonexistent at common law. 37 The sentiment expressed in Morissette v. United States that intention is "no provincial or transient notion" 3 continues to guide the Court's criminal strict liability jurisprudence. 3 9 Yet notwithstanding this strong language, the Court has never recognized an all-out ban on criminal strict liability. Far from it, the Court has repeatedly affirmed that strict liability crimes are not per se unconstitutional.' This is because, though the Court has expressed its suspicion of criminal strict liability, it must weigh its reluctance against its constitutional responsibility to effectuate the will of Congress. 41 Barring some finding of a 32. See, e.g., United States v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 436 (1978) ("We start with the familiar proposition that '[tlhe existence of a mens rea is the rule of, rather than the exception to, the principles of Anglo-American criminal jurisprudence." (alteration in original) ( constitutional violation, the Court must uphold the will of the legislature in creating strict liability crimes. 42 Rather than adopt a substantive jurisprudence that bars the expansion of strict liability crimes, the Court has instead created and relied upon an interpretive jurisprudence, according to which it presumes that the legislature shares its belief in some type of moralcriminal correspondence. 43 The Court routinely interprets statutes to avoid finding an actual strict liability crime,' often reading into statutes a mens rea requirement where none existed previously. 45 One particularly clear example occurred in United States v. X-Citement Video, Inc. ,46 where the Court found a statutory mens rea requirement even when doing so required repeatedly violating basic rules of grammar. 4 7 The Court, it seems, is willing to apply its interpretive presumption as necessary to obviate criminal strict liability.
The Court's Principled Exception for Public Welfare Offenses
Notwithstanding its general efforts to construe statutes to find a mens rea requirement, the Court recognizes in its interpretive jurisprudence two classes of exceptions to its presumptive disfavor of criminal strict liability. The first class is for regulatory offenses. The second is for offenses involving inherently dangerous items or conduct. Together, these exceptions fall under the broader term public welfare offenses.1 8 Insofar as these exceptions (1968) (Black, J., concurring) ("[L]egislatures have always been allowed wide freedom to determine the extent to which moral culpability should be a prerequisite to conviction of a crime.").
42. According to LaFave, only in Lambert has the Supreme Court found a lack of a statutory mens rea requirement to violate constitutional due process. LAFAVE, supra note 12, § 5.5, at 388-89 & n.25. 43. See Staples, 511 U.S. at 607 n.3 ("By interpreting such public welfare offenses to require at least that the defendant know that he is dealing with some dangerous or deleterious substance, we have avoided construing criminal statutes to impose a rigorous form of strict liability." (citing United States v. Int'l Minerals & Chem. Corp., 402 U.S. 558, 563-64 (1971))); Gypsum, 438 U.S. at 437 (holding that Morissette established "an interpretative presumption that mens rea is required"). at 83 (Scalia, J., dissenting) ("It is really quite extraordinary for the Court, fresh from having, as it says, 'emancipated' the adverb from the grammatical restriction .... to insist that the demands of syntax must prevail over legislative intent-thus producing an end result that accords neither with syntax nor with supposed intent." (citation omitted)).
48. While the Court prefers the blanket term "public welfare offenses," it is analytically useful to split the two apart. Cf. Wasserstrom, supra note 16, at 732 ("[S]trict liability offenses [ought] not be confused with Sayre's 'public welfare' offenses, i.e., those which he defines as essentially regulative in function and punishable by fine rather than imprisonment. This inquiry is concerned with ... cases in which the prescribed sentences are surely not minimal in degree or merely regulative in function.").
[Vol. 110:647 do not activate at least one of the two moral bases that make strict liability unjustifiable, 49 these classes represent caveats to the general presumption of the naYve moral framework.
Consider first regulatory offenses. Because they do not stigmatize guilty parties, regulatory offenses are no more of a concern in the context of strict liability than other noncriminal offenses. As may be divined from the name, regulatory offenses are acts in which criminalization serves a regulatory function. 50 These offenses are distinguished by the fact that serious punishment generally does not accompany them-fines are common, while jail time is rare and very limited-and as such they lack a heavy notion of social stigma. 5 This amounts to saying that regulatory offenses lack a defining element of the moral framework that distinguishes criminal laws in the first place. 5 2 Without the serious stigma, there is little reason to worry that regulatory offenses fail to violate moral intuitions about what makes a crime culpable; they do not carry the special burden that makes strict liability presumptively off limits to criminal law. Regulatory offenses, then, are a consistent departure from the naYve moral framework's mens rea requirement for criminal law.
The Court also recognizes the regulation of activities that are inherently dangerous as an exception to a criminal mens rea requirement. 3 Inherently dangerous offenses defy the claim that an agent could not have known his actions were ones for which state punishment was a likely outcome. 5 4 The guiding intuition here is that sometimes a party is presumptively on notice of his potential culpability simply by choosing to undergo certain dangerous activities. 5 5 In essence, society denies that a functioning individual could in 49 54. Staples, 511 U.S. at 611 ("[C]oncem for criminalizing ostensibly innocuous conduct is inapplicable whenever an item is sufficiently dangerous-that is, dangerousness alone should alert an individual to probable regulation and justify treating a statute that regulates the dangerous device as dispensing with mens rea.").
55. Liparota v. United States, 471 U.S. 419, 433 (1985) (upholding strict liability crimes for conduct that "a reasonable person should know is subject to stringent public regulation and may seriously threaten the community's health or safety"). principle be acting accidentally (even if, in fact, they were) in cases involving inherently dangerous activities. The possession of unregistered hand grenades, for example, is an inherently dangerous activity. 5 6 Statutory rape of someone of obvious minority, long held to be a strict liability offense, 57 is also a classic example of inherently dangerous activity. Defendants are on notice when engaging in sexual activity with young people. 8 In that setting, the Court is willing to impute some degree of intentional conduct to actors.
To summarize, the Court has recognized a class of clearly delineated exceptions to its presumption against criminal strict liability. Both of these exceptions-what this Note calls regulatory offenses and inherently dangerous actions-are brought together under the broad umbrella of public welfare offense doctrine. By addressing the two separately, it becomes clear why both constitute principled exceptions to the presumption against strict liability: each fails to satisfy one of the two crucial moral intuitions that speak against criminal strict liability. Despite being strict liability crimes, public welfare offenses are nevertheless compatible with the naive moral framework's presumption against criminal strict liability.
II. Two CHALLENGES FOR THE PRESUMPTION AGAINST CRIMINAL STRICT LIABILITY
The presumption against criminal strict liability is a moral principle. Or better put, it is a principle of law that depends largely on its correspondence with an underlying moral theory, as embodied for now by the naive moral framework. However, the presumption against strict liability faces two challenges. First, state legislatures are creating new strict liability crimes that are incongruent with the naive moral framework and that cannot be readily classified within one of the Court's principled exceptions. At the same time and in a different arena, moral philosophers are calling into question a particular relationship between intention and moral permissibility, which has the potential to undermine one plank of the naive moral framework that justifies the presumption against criminal strict liability. This Part introduces the tensions arising from state legislation on the one hand and moral philosophy on the other. Section II.A introduces several examples that highlight two types of recently created strict liability crimes that are inconsistent with the naive moral framework. Section II.B introduces a recent critique in moral philosophy of the relationship between intention and moral permissibility. 56 . See Freed, 401 U.S. 601. The Freed Court held there was no need to prove whether a defendant knew his hand grenades were unregistered because "one would hardly be surprised to learn that possession of hand grenades is not an innocent act." Id. at 609. The critique is especially troubling because, on Husak's account, it threatens to critically undermine the moral framework justifying criminal punishment.
A. The Challenge Posed by State Legislatures
State legislatures have, in recent years, shown an eagerness to create new strict liability crimes that are neither consistent with the naYve moral framework nor easily classifiable as public welfare offenses. Frequently, legislators are motivated by the perceived need to respond to some particular injustice; as discussed earlier, 59 often the goal is to make punishment more easily available to prosecutors in hard cases. 60 Strict liability crimes, once in place, can be difficult to repeal. Though some state judiciaries adopt an approach to criminal strict liability similar to that of the Supreme Court, 61 others are more willing to allow strict liability crimes. 62 Still other courtsas seen in the following Sections-are unwilling to stretch interpretations as far as the Supreme Court does. The effect of this is to limit the judiciary's ability to reinterpret a given rule in a way that accommodates a mens rea requirement.
The expansion of criminal strict liability is especially prevalent in two settings. First, states have expanded strict liability in cases in which there is some underlying conduct that, though incidental to the criminal act facing prosecution, is nevertheless deemed socially unacceptable. In this setting, states are making the accused strictly liable for one offense because he committed a second, unrelated crime. Second, states have made felons strictly liable for enhanced punishments when the underlying crime is minor but the outcome happens to be unexpectedly obvious. In particular, legislatures have targeted offenses that are in and of themselves relatively harmless but nonetheless result in death. In this second setting, states are creating an enhanced punishment for the same offense because of an unusually bad outcome. The following Sections provide real-world examples of each type of strict liability crime. 63
Unrelated Conduct Crimes
Strict liability is increasingly popular in situations involving unwanted conduct that connects to an underlying bad outcome (again, usually death). The felony murder rule is the paradigmatic case of punishing related conduct: it holds that a party to certain crimes is strictly liable for deaths 59 occurring during or as a result of those crimes. 64 Long the bte noir of criminal theorists, 65 felony murder has shown resistance to reform in a majority of jurisdictions. 66 Perhaps as a compromise, most states recognize a variety of either legislative or judicial limitations. For example, most felony murder laws only attach to certain "inherently dangerous" crimes, 67 and cannot be applied where homicide merges with the underlying crime. 68 But punishing individuals for unrelated bad conduct is not exclusive to felony murder. As seen, Andy's Law makes drivers strictly liable for any vehicle-related death that occurs inside a work zone, provided the driver concomitantly committed another driving offense with criminal penalties. 69 Insofar as many such driving offenses-for example, driving with a restricted license-are themselves strict liability offenses, Andy's Law has the effect of making drivers strictly liable for the crime of killing a worker inside a construction zone. 7 " Moreover, it does not seem possible to categorize this law as one of the established exceptions to criminal strict liability. Andy's Law is certainly not regulatory in nature; the harsh punishment it imposes strongly suggests the opposite. Nor does it seem accurate to describe driving a car as an inherently dangerous activity akin to handling hand grenades. 7
Beyond driving accidents, drug-related accidents too are a popular target for criminal strict liability. 72 This is true even in cases where the connection to drug use (or production) seems, at best, tenuously connected to the underlying wrongful act. New Jersey has for the past two decades held parties 72. There is some reason to think that drugs are inherently dangerous objects under the Court's jurisprudence. See id. at 610 (suggesting that the Court's decision Balint was motivated by the fact that drugs are dangerous). Nevertheless, this is no objection in this particular setting; the issue here is not the possession or sale of drugs per se, but rather conduct concurrent with-but substantially unrelated to-drug use. [Vol. 110:647 strictly liable for drug-related deaths. 7 3 Any party involved in manufacturing, distributing, or dispensing Class I or Class H1 substances is strictly and criminally liable for any death the proximate cause of which is the drug in question. 74 The law has come under scrutiny for punishing drug dealers, whose underlying crime of providing drugs is entirely disconnected from the death that results. 75 Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of New Jersey has declined to read in a mens rea requirement; instead, it has upheld the strict liability status of the law. 76 Likewise, Michigan is one of several states to have criminalized operating a vehicle with the presence of any illicit substances. 77 In Michigan, any detectable level of a number of Schedule 1 drugs is sufficient to commit this strict liability crime, which comes with a fifteen-year prison sentence. 78 Until June of 2010, a positive test for marijuana metabolites alone established liability for this crime, notwithstanding the fact that metabolites remain present in the human body for weeks following ingestion. 79 While Michigan's Supreme Court rolled back this particularly abusive application of the law, in doing so it upheld the strict liability elements of the law itself. 8 0 As a result, Michigan law continues to punish parties, even where those individuals are not legally impaired as drivers. 8
Enhanced Punishment Crimes
Punishing unrelated conduct is only one way that states enshrine strict liability. While the application of Andy's Law allows for extreme outcomes in some cases--even purely accidental outcomes are criminalized-states frequently use strict liability to bootstrap serious crimes for which a substantially higher mens rea would otherwise be required into minor misconduct. Often, these cases involve underlying crimes in which death results.
Texas, for example, created an enhanced penalty for nonforceful evasion of arrest that results in a police officer's death. 8 penalty's enactment, "evading arrest" was a Class B misdemeanor with a maximum sentence of 180 days; the current law mandates 2 to 20 years of incarceration. 3 Meanwhile, Delaware holds drivers strictly liable for causing a death while committing a traffic offense. 84 Although the state identifies the crime as a misdemeanor, it nevertheless carries a maximum sentence of 30 months in prison." Recent case law confirms that this crime of "operating a vehicle causing death" is indeed intended to be a strict liability crime. 86 And following Apprendi v. New Jersey, 87 Illinois began to convert several of its statutory presumptions into strict liability elements. For example, Illinois's new strict liability crime-aggravated DUI-replaced the reckless homicide presumption for drunk driving; drunk drivers are now automatically guilty, without a showing of fault in the underlying accident, if "great bodily harm" befalls a nondriver. 88 To be clear, objecting to state action here does not entail that agents who bring about death by their actions should walk away with impunity. The underlying preexisting offense will still be there for a jury to decide, and the relevant circumstances will inform the severity of civil punishment where appropriate. The concern with strict liability for enhanced punishments, however, is that the social stigma and physical suffering associated with criminal conviction and incarceration is excessive, and thus morally inappropriate, for a mild offense. 89
B. The Challenge Posed by Moral Philosophy
Thus far, the presumption against criminal strict liability is a principle of law that depends largely on its correspondence with an underlying moral theory, as embodied by a naYve moral framework consisting of intuitions about both the nature of criminal punishment and the intentions of agents. 9 It looks troubling, then, when recent work in moral philosophy takes the 83 position that agents' intentions are irrelevant to determining whether the underlying action was itself permissible. Indeed, Douglas Husak suggests that accepting the irrelevance of intention to moral permissibility would require reconceptualizing core elements of our criminal practice. This Part introduces, by way of the doctrine of double effect, recent philosophical debate over the role played by intentions in assessing moral permissibility. It then considers Husak's concern: critics of double effect embrace a view of intention that fundamentally conflicts with one of the two intuitions underwriting criminal law generally and the naYve moral framework in particular.
The Doctrine of Double Effect and the Growing Irrelevance of Intentions
Appreciating the concern raised by moral philosophy requires considering the doctrine of double effect ("DDE"). DDE is a longstanding 91 and widespread view in moral philosophy that "sometimes it is permissible to cause such a harm as a side effect (or "double effect") of bringing about a good result even though it would not be permissible to cause such a harm as a means to bringing about the same good end." 92 To make this clear, consider an example drawn from the philosophical literature that reflects current reasoning in international humanitarian law. 9 3 Compare a terrorist bomber to a military pilot, both of whom release explosives that cause the death of civilians. 94 The pilot intends to blow up, say, a military base; nevertheless, collateral damage from this bombing will foreseeably kill innocent civilians. The terrorist, by contrast, intends to kill innocent civilians in order to sap his enemies' morale. While both bombers may end up killing the same number of civilians in completing their missions, DDE suggests the terrorist is the 91.
Various Ultimately, the Court upheld the two actions as legally distinct, and found that while terminal sedation was legally permissible, assisted suicide was not. DDE-style justifications continue to prove popular in medical settings, where a single treatment may simultaneously produce a beneficial outcome and a destructive one. 98
Modem Skepticism to DDE
DDE has recently come under increasingly heavy fire from an intellectual position whose critique threatens to affect the naive moral framework. 99 Critics have posed a barrage of thought experiments-most notably, Judith Jarvis Thompson's "Loop Problem"-meant to show that the work done by the intent/foresight distinction, while appealing, is nevertheless wrong.'°T hey argue that the intentions behind an agent's actions do not determine whether that action is morally permissible. 0 1 By one estimate, a majority of 95. But see Thomson, supra note 94, at 293 ("Can anyone really think that the pilot should decide whether he may drop the bombs by looking inward for the intention with which he would be dropping them if he dropped them?").
96. 521 U.S. 793, 807 n.11 (1997 Extending Bennett's analysis, renowned moral philosopher Judith Jarvis Thompson claimed that "what an agent intends (as opposed to merely foreseeing) in acting is irrelevant to the moral permissibility or impermissibility of his action.' '°4 Ethicist Matthew Hanser has suggested that arguments against the role of intentions in DDE extend to analysis of moral permissibility broadly.°5 Finally, prominent moral and political philosopher Thomas Scanlon-whose distinction between permissibility and blame features prominently in Part HI-recently described intentions as important "only in a derivative way."' 1 6 Scanlon said further, "In explaining why certain actions are impermissible, people often refer to intent-to an agent's reasons for acting-when in fact what makes these actions wrong is the considerations that count against it, not the agent's view of those considerations." 1 07 Regardless if this is the majority position of moral philosophers, the rejection of the role played by intention-at least in the context of DDE-is supported by prominent figures in the moral philosophy community. 
How the Critique of DDE Threatens to Undermine Criminal Law
Rejecting a relationship between intent and moral permissibility may effectively disarm DDE. But as Husak points out, there is no easy way to cabin the rejection of intention in the DDE setting from the rejection of it in other conceptual analyses of moral wrongdoing. 0 8 Husak focuses particularly on the effect that divorcing intention from moral permissibility would have on theories of criminal law. For the purposes of this Note, if Husak's concern is correct, then modem moral philosophy threatens a core element of the naive moral framework that serves as a normative basis for the Supreme Court's aversion to criminal strict liability.
Husak begins with the general idea-as does this Note-that there should be some correspondence between moral theory and criminal law. In particular, he claims that criminal law should be largely governed by a "wrongfulness constraint" that itself is derived largely from moral philosophy.109 With that in mind, Husak has serious concerns for the consequences of extending irrelevance-of-intention reasoning to criminal practice; he claims that the disagreement among philosophers about "the role played by mental states generally, and by intentions in particular, in evaluating the permissibility or wrongfulness of actions" would have vast consequences for criminal practice. 1 0 The law of criminal attempts, for one, would all but cease to exist."' Negligent homicide would be indistinguishable from premeditated, first-degree murder. In short, "the costs of accepting [the DDE critics' account] throughout the substantive penal law would be enormous, would echo throughout all of criminal law theory, and should not be paid lightly."'2 Husak raises the possibility that severing the relation between intention and moral permissibility would make irrelevant the moral-criminal correspondence theory. Without this correspondence, the presumption against strict liability would lose its normative justification,' and the floodgates would open to a massive revision of criminal law. Yet, by Husak's account, this result is precisely what recent critics of DDE implicitly endorse.
III. A (SLIGHTLY MORE NUANCED) MORAL FRAMEWORK FOR

ADDRESSING CRIMINAL STRICT LIABILITY
Part II introduced two challenges--one practical, one philosophicalfor the naive moral framework and its presumption against criminal strict 108. Husak, supra note 8, at 53 ("Exactly why these theorists are more interested in undermining something they characterize as DDE rather than in examining [the irrelevance of intentions] directly is a mystery I cannot resolve."). liability. This Part considers a resolution of the philosophical worry Husak raises-a way to conceive of the na've framework as compatible with modem thinking on intent. In doing so, it lays the groundwork for addressing the practical worry of creeping criminal strict liability. Section III.A argues that Husak has conflated a particular correspondence between law and morality with the need for a correspondence generally. It then considers a slightly more nuanced moral framework that accommodates modem philosophy while squaring it with intuitions about criminal law. Section III.B applies this new framework to the types of strict liability crimes from Section II.A. It finds that enhanced punishment crimes are justifiable, at least in principle, under the new framework, and suggests a revision to the Supreme Court's jurisprudence. By resolving the philosophical worry, this Note suggests an interpretive approach to explaining, and hopefully avoiding, troubling situations arising under Andy's Law and its analogues.
A. Saving Criminal Law from DDE's Critics
Husak is right to worry about preserving a moral-criminal correspondence. However, this Section argues that the recent critics of DDE need not reject their assessment. In truth, the claim that intentions are generally irrelevant to an analysis of moral permissibility does not undermine criminal law in the way Husak suggests. This Section reconsiders Husak's argument and unpacks a conflation of moral theory broadly and moral permissibility in particular. It then suggests an alternate framework that incorporates Scanlon's analysis of moral blame and that provides a moral-criminal correspondence that avoids Husak's troubling conclusion. This slightly more nuanced moral framework accommodates the critics of DDE, creates a plausible correspondence between moral philosophy and criminal law that is consistent with the nafve moral framework, and reinforces the central role of intentions in criminal law.
How the Critique of DDE Does Not Undermine Criminal Law
Reconsider the conclusion, labeled CN below, that recent critiques of DDE undermine the normative foundations that counsel against criminal strict liability. The conclusion relies on three premises developed throughout this Note. The first premise, labeled P1 below, is that there is some correspondence between moral philosophy and criminal theory such that the former justifies the latter's presumption against criminal strict liability. 1 4 The second premise, labeled P2 below, is that criminal law generally considers, and should continue to consider, the intentions of agents when asking whether some action merits criminal punishment." 5 The third premise, labeled P3 below, states that modem moral philosophers--or some substantial or esteemed portion of them-believe that intent is irrelevant to determining 114. See supra Section I.A. 115. See supra Section I.A. the moral permissibility of an agent's actions. 1 6 This argument can be represented as follows:
P1. There is a correspondence between moral theory and criminal wrongdoing.
P2. Agents' intentions are essential to determine whether an action is criminal-that is, whether it amounts to criminal wrongdoing.
P3. Modem moral philosophy denies that an agent's intentions determine the moral permissibility of his actions.
CN. Rejecting intention's role in determining moral permissibility upends criminal law's practice of determining whether an action is criminal." 7
Setting up the problem in this way makes one solution to the problem clear. Perhaps observers conflate moral theory (in P1) with moral permissibility (in P3); whereas P1 draws a connection between criminal wrongdoing and the entire domain of moral theory, P3 connects criminal wrongdoing to the particular concept of moral permissibility. The argument assumes that moral permissibility, rather than some other normative concept, corresponds with criminal wrongdoing. s 18 Of course, there could be some other moral concept for which intention is relevant, and that concept could be the moral principle to which criminal wrongdoing corresponds. Consider then the following additional premise:
P4. There exists some correspondence between moral theory and criminal wrongdoing other than that between moral permissibility and criminal wrongdoing.
The mere possibility of P4 does not go far in defusing Husak's concerns; at best, it allows for the possibility that CN does not follow deductively from P1-P3. Logical possibility, however, is a low bar to clear. An alternative correspondence theory would bolster the argument that modem moral philosophy poses merely an apparent threat. Unfortunately, the naive moral framework relied on throughout this Note is not robust enough to accomplish this purpose. While grounded on intuitions about the nature of punishment and the special status of criminal law," 9 the naive moral framework paints a story of the nature of intention that is simply too rudimentary to ameliorate Husak's worry. What is needed, then, is a more nuanced moral framework that corresponds with criminal wrongdoing even As it turns out, Scanlon's recent work on moral blame suggests a viable alternative correspondence. Moreover, Scanlon introduces his account of blame at the same time that he refutes DDE in precisely the way Husak finds objectionable. As such, an appeal to Scanlonian blame is not ad hoc; the account is a natural candidate for an alternative correspondence theory.
Scanlonian Blame and a Slightly More Nuanced Moral Framework
A full exposition of Scanlon's project would exceed the scope of this Note. For these purposes the focus will be how Scanlon's account can both accommodate the criticisms of DDE and consider agents' intentions in moral philosophy. The key insight is as follows: intentions can be irrelevant to moral permissibility while still being relevant to some other moral calculus. As it turns out, intentions are highly relevant to analyses of moral blame, and moral blame is a more likely candidate for a normative foundation of criminal law.
Scanlon agrees with the critics of DDE: intentions do not fundamentally determine the permissibility of an action. 120 In inquiring why DDE nevertheless appears so appealing in certain contexts, Scanlon distinguishes permissibility from the closely related but distinct concept of meaning. Scanlon defines the meaning of an action as "the significance, for the agent and others, of the agent's willingness to perform that action for the reasons he or she does."' 21 Meaning and permissibility are not exclusive but rather independent. Scanlon states as follows:
The permissibility of an action and its meaning are interrelated.... But the meaning of an action can vary independently of its permissibility. Injuring you intentionally and negligently inflicting the same injury are both impermissible but have different meanings: the former reflects outright hostility to your interests, the latter only a lack of sufficient care.' 22
To appreciate this distinction, imagine a hypothetical person named Flettcher, prosecuted under Andy's Law. 123 Flettcher's underlying criminal act is driving on the populated shoulder of a road under construction. Doing so is morally impermissible, independent of why Flettcher did so. That is, his intention-whether he swerved onto the shoulder in order to hit a worker or because he was being careless-is irrelevant to the question of whether the action itself is permissible. Unlike permissibility, the meaning of an action depends in large part on the agent's intentions (or, alternately, the 120. SCANLON, supra note 9, at 39 ("[A]lthough the idea of acting intentionally plays a role in characterizing a particular form of morally objectionable action, it does not in this case play a role in drawing the line between what is permissible and what is impermissible.").
121. Id. at4. 122. Id. at 55. 123. The new name is meant to distinguish the hypotheticals used here from the realworld application of Andy's Law. See supra notes 1-3 and accompanying text. agent's reasons for action). 24 For this example, whether Flettcher intended to hit a worker matters; however, on Scanlon's account, it matters because Flettcher's intentions says something about the meaning of his actions, or the significance of his actions to those affected and to others. 125 Scanlon's account of meaning lays the groundwork for a moral concept that is highly relevant to criminal law: blame. 2 6 For Scanlon, to deem an action as blameworthy "is to claim that the action shows something about the agent's attitudes toward others that impairs the relations that others can have with him or her."' 27 On this account, the meaning of an action-and thus, the agent's reasons for acting-is highly influential in determining whether and to what degree an action is blameworthy. 28 By contrast, permissibility is independent of moral blame; says Scanlon, "[T]he blameworthiness of an action depends on the reasons for which a person acted, in ways that... impermissibility does not."' ' 29 Returning to Flettcher, it would be morally relevant whether he intended to cause harm to a construction worker, but only because his intentions affect what that impermissible act means to the parties involved. 13 0 Attitudes of those affected, for example, would be entirely different if Flettcher were careless, malicious, or entirely blameless, even if the underlying action were consistently impermissible. The degree to which an act is blameworthy is determined by the impairment suffered by the parties' relationship.
Moral blame improves the naYve moral framework for assessing criminal wrongdoing. For one, notions of blameworthiness and culpability jibe with intuitions about criminal theory that guide the initial moral framework. The Morissette Court argued that mens rea requirements "protect those who 124. SCANLON, supra note 9, at 4 ("Although permissibility does not, in general, depend on an agent's reasons for action, meaning obviously does .... ). Intentions are best understood as a subset of reasons for action, though the conflation here is appropriate. See id. at 10-11. Moreover, to the extent that intentions affect permissibility, Scanlon argues that in fact it is meaning that is determining permissibility. See id. at 4.
125. See id. at 4, 13 ("The difference between causing harm intentionally and doing so negligently, however, is not a difference in permissibility. Both are generally impermissible. The difference between them lies, rather, in the kind of fault that is involved when an agent acts impermissibly in these ways."). 129. Id. at 152. 130. It is beyond the scope of the Note to delve too deeply into the distinction between blameworthiness-an objective, impersonal analysis-and the act of blaming, which has a personal component based on how the meaning of an action impaired the relationship between parties. Suffice it to say, Scanlon's account creates space for a moral relationship that all actors hold with every other actor; this creates space for moral blameworthiness and makes sense of the idea of strangers having their relationships impaired.
[Vol. 110:647 were not blameworthy in mind." 131 Likewise, the Court in Liparota entertained whether through strict liability Congress "dispense[d] with the only morally blameworthy element in the definition of the crime."' 1 3 2 Meanwhile, moral blameworthiness informs the idea that there is a uniquely stigmatic nature of criminal punishment; as Hart says, "[I]t is necessary to be able to say in good conscience in each instance [of a criminal sanction] that the violation was blameworthy and, hence, deserving of the moral condemnation of the community."' 33 At the very least, a correspondence between moral blame and criminal culpability fits better than moral permissibility and criminal wrongdoing. Admittedly, applying Scanlon's account of moral blame to the criminal law could require further tinkering." 4 Still, this framework embraces criticism of DDE while simultaneously accommodating a plausible correspondence between moral philosophy and criminal law. Moreover, it is consistent with the naYve moral framework: intention remains a central element of criminal law, and it gives content to the unique character of criminal stigma. This slightly more nuanced moral framework preserves a moral-criminal correspondence that justifies a strong presumption against criminal strict liability.
The nuanced moral framework itself need not be accurate for that point to stand; that plausible grounds for an alternative moral-criminal correspondence exist is sufficient to make P4 a worthwhile objection to Husak's concern.' 35 Even if this particular account ultimately fails as a coherent correspondence, the nuanced moral framework nevertheless strongly suggests that alternate correspondences can exist. At a minimum, that alternative moral-criminal correspondence theories are plausible tempers the concern that recent critiques of DDE unwind the fundamentals of criminal law.
B. What Moral Philosophy Can Tell Us about State Action
The preceding Section gives a plausible reason to suspect that modem moral philosophy is compatible with criminal law. With that very modest thesis in place, it is worth considering whether to accept that the nuanced moral framework itself. This Section considers briefly how, in addition to resolving the philosophical worry, the nuanced moral framework can deter the other challenge for criminal strict liability: the creep of strict liability crimes by state legislatures. The Section compares one type of strict liability crimes-enhanced punishment crimes-with the problem of moral luck, a phenomenon noticed in philosophy. The nuanced moral framework offers some explanation for this phenomenon. It then argues that the analogy to moral luck suggests a qualified justification for enhanced punishment crimes. The upshot is twofold. For one, it explains prosecutions like that of Stacy Bettcher. Second, it suggests how the interpretive jurisprudence of criminal strict liability could be extended to handle Andy's Law and its counterparts.
Moral Luck and Enhanced Punishment Crimes
Section II.A.2 identified enhanced punishment crimes as those for which a particularly bad outcome generated a harsher treatment than would otherwise be anticipated for the underlying crime. The claim was that the severity of the punishments could not be justified. But it avoided a stronger claimthat no enhanced punishments are justifiable, no matter how minor the enhancement-in part because the notion that outcomes should determine the punishment is both intuitively plausible and a well-established feature of criminal law.' 36 This intuition reflects the puzzle-what philosophers Bernard Williams and Thomas Nagel refer to in a pair of articles as the problem of "moral luck"1 37 -that individuals are held culpable and punished as much for bad luck as for morally impermissible conduct. For example, though reckless driving that injures no one is wrong in some sense, most would agree that reckless driving resulting in a bad outcome-death-is somehow morally worse. 3 1 Our intuitions suggest that criminal law should distinguish these two cases. However, the culpable mental states held by the drivers, rather than features of the world beyond their control, are exactly identical.
Scanlon's account of moral blame gives some insight into this problem of moral luck. Recall that Scanlon's notion of blame adjusts the relationship between affected parties. 39 On his account, the actual wrongful outcome, as distinct from the mere possibility of wrongful outcome, plays "a special role in making blame ... appropriate." 4 ' Notwithstanding the fact that bad luck explains the different outcome between two otherwise identically reckless drivers, on Scanlon's account the bad outcome "multiplies the significance of his fault" for the relationship of those parties affected. 4 ' A bad outcome is the base from which injured parties derive the meaning of an offender's act. It anchors the assessment of meaning 4 2 and thus the determination of an action as blameworthy. The same action becomes more blameworthy where it produces a bad outcome; the unlucky reckless driver has done more than the lucky one has to negatively affect any relationship with the injured party.
The nuanced moral framework, then, has a possible justification for one of the two classes of strict liability crimes now popular with state legislatures. This approach suggests that, under the more nuanced moral framework, enhanced punishment crimes may be morally justifiable, at least in principle. At the very least, the nuanced moral framework creates space for some degree of justifiable enhanced punishment crimes.' 43 By contrast, this account fails entirely for the examples of unrelated conduct crimes seen in Section II.A. 1. It is not clear what it would be for the meaning of one action to be affected by the occurrence of an outcome that is, by definition, entirely unrelated. Accordingly, exactly one class of strict liability crimes is consistent with a strict liability moral framework.
An Updated Interpretive Presumption against Criminal Strict Liability
If the nuanced moral framework offers the basis of justification for an additional class of criminal strict liability, it can help explain what goes wrong in some prosecutions and how courts can respond in the future. Courts can limit strict liability crimes to be consistent with their interpretation of legislative intent. Specifically, courts should use the nuanced moral framework to inform the following rule of statutory interpretation: allow criminal strict liability for statutes that create enhanced punishment crimes, but require a mens rea element for statutes that create unrelated conduct crimes. The remainder of this Section sketches out this proposed rule, considers some objections, and refines the rule accordingly.
Recall the presumption against strict liability crimes. Central to the Supreme Court's practice of interpreting statutes to include a mens rea requirement was the notion that courts should not forgo a mens rea requirement unless some moral justification exists.'" The nuanced moral framework does nothing to abandon this central insight. However, the nuanced moral framework gives new insight into a class of strict liability laws that are morally justifiable; such fine-grained distinctions were not clearly 141.
Id. at 150. accessible under the naive framework. Insofar as enhanced punishment crimes are defensible under the presumption against criminal strict liability, courts should recognize strict liability for enhanced punishment crimes. By contrast, unrelated conduct crimes are not compatible with the Court's presumption, even under the nuanced moral framework; courts should not interpret such statutes to forgo a mens rea requirement. Two objections come to mind. First, certain enhanced punishment crimes still seem unjustifiable as strict liability crimes. Second, the distinction between enhanced punishment crimes and unrelated conduct crimes is likely not as stark as assumed in its treatment here. These objections are considered in turn.
First, some will argue that not all enhanced punishment crimes seem to merit criminal strict liability. Even if enhanced punishment crimes are justifiable in principle, particular punitive enhancements required by statute exceed justifiable limits to additional punishment. Indeed, those examples from Section II.A.2 press the idea that strict liability is inappropriate for grossly enhanced punishments. That said, courts could employ the nuanced moral framework more deeply to consider whether crimes with grossly enhanced punishments are distinguishable from crimes with mildly enhanced punishments. Such a project is beyond the scope of this Note, but extending Scanlon's account of blame seems to be a relatively straightforward task. 145 Second, one would be forgiven for thinking that the distinction drawn between enhanced punishment and unrelated conduct is artificial. Recall Bettcher and Flettcher: Bettcher was prosecuted under Andy's Law for a death that resulted while she violated an unrelated driving restriction, 146 while Flettcher was prosecuted under Andy's Law for a death in a construction zone resulting from his negligence. 147 If punishment in the latter case is, in principle, morally defensible under the nuanced moral framework, 14 8 punishment in the former case is not: nothing about Bettcher's intention informs the meaning of her actions such that blame could be attributed. But as this comparison makes clear, Andy's Law doesn't distinguish between the types of strict liability. The statute covers both equally. Moreover, it is not obvious that Andy's Law is simply poorly drafted in this respect; fact patterns for enhanced punishment laws could be imagined to look more like unrelated conduct crimes, and vice versa. The distinction between classes of laws may better be understood merely as a way of distinguishing between particular prosecutions. 1 49 145. This response likely credits too much the extent to which courts engage with moral philosophy when considering criminal law. After all, this Note has already endorsed a modestly pragmatic view that the correspondence between moral philosophy and criminal law is a fuzzy one. See supra Section I.A.
146. See supra notes 1-5, 69-71 and accompanying text. 147. See supra notes 123-130 and accompanying text. 148. See supra Section III.B.1. 149. This insight might explain why prosecutions like Bettcher's occur. It is not simply that a law exists under which prosecution is possible; it is also the case that the difference between a morally justifiable prosecution and a morally unjustifiable one is subtle and not [Vol. 110:647 This is a harder problem to address. To continue the example, courts could not interpret Andy's Law to contain a mens rea element for Bettcher but not for Flettcher. Nevertheless, something like this approach could still inform the interpretive presumption. In interpreting a criminal statute, courts should consider whether legislators had in mind enhanced punishment crimes or unrelated conduct crimes. That is, courts should consider whether the legislature intended either to curtail related activities with bad outcomes or to curtail unrelated activities. If they believe that a legislature aimed to enhance punishment for bad outcomes, they should be reluctant to read in a mens rea requirement where none exists. However, they should continue the Supreme Court's practice of finding a mens rea requirement where state legislatures seek to hold parties strictly liable for unrelated conduct. With this clarification in mind, the nuanced moral framework's rule of constructive interpretation can be restated: allow criminal strict liability for statutes that can be understood to create enhanced punishment crimes, but require a mens rea element for statutes that can be understood to create unrelated conduct crimes.
This new rule of statutory interpretation is consistent with courts' reading in nonexistent mens rea requirements. 50 The nuanced moral framework at once expands the scope of justifications for criminal strict liability and delineates relatively clear standards according to which strict liability could be expanded to cover new crimes. Courts following the framework could make sense of some recent state action, while offering a way to constrain those laws consistent with its longstanding interpretive moral presumption. CONCLUSION The law should continue to recognize its longstanding presumption against criminal strict liability. This Note suggests that this longstanding presumption is rooted in moral intuitions about intention and criminal punishment, and is tempered by the proper interpretive role of the judiciary. It argues that two seemingly unrelated challenges to this approach to criminal strict liability can be brought together to adopt a framework that is at once more robust and more sophisticated. A slightly more nuanced moral framework can both accommodate recent thinking about intention and preserve the relationship between moral theory and criminal law underwriting the presumption against criminal strict liability. Moreover, understanding the contours of that moral framework informs how judicial interpretive practice could simultaneously adapt to and constrain the expansion of criminal strict liability laws. obvious from the statute itself. Prosecutions like those of Bettcher may simply be those of moral error. Of course, as this Note suggests elsewhere, pragmatic and (crassly) political motivations may equally inform why such prosecutions occur. See supra notes 15-17 and accompanying text; Section II.A.
150. See supra notes 40-47.
